Be Creative – June 30, 2021
STRING PAINTING

Everyone has success with string art because it is so simple, and the results are beautiful!

Supplies:

Acrylic, Tempera or Washable Paint
String or yarn (any thickness to get different effect)
Paper plates to hold paint (foil works great too if you set it on a cookie sheet)
Popsicle Stick or Qtip (to press string into paint)
Paper (Card stock or heavy drawing paper – try different colors)

Cut 18” of string

Squeeze paint and make sure the colors connect.

Press string into paint using popsicle stick or Qtip.

String on paper (I could have put more paint on string)

Lay paper on top of your design

I used a piece of cardboard to hold in place and then pulled string.

I like how it came out but next time will make sure top of string is covered.

Dipped different string sizes in paint and placed randomly on the paper.

Fold paper over and pull strings.

This will make a nice card!